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The Science Education Resource Center is engaged in several projects aimed at motivating change in faculty classroom practice by sharing ideas, methods and materials. On the Cutting Edge: Workshops for Geoscience Faculty helps faculty stay up-to-date with research and teaching methods. Starting Point: Teaching Introductory Geoscience provides digital libraries resources within a pedagogically focused website.

Starting Point: Teaching Introductory Geoscience
http://serc.carleton.edu/introgeo/

A website providing concrete pedagogic advice for faculty teaching entry-level geoscience courses.

Teaching methods are outlined from a Geoscience perspective.....

......and reinforced with classroom-ready example activities.

On the Cutting Edge: Workshops for Geoscience Faculty
http://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/

Face-to-Face workshops act as a catalyst for the development of online professional development resources...

...such as detailed program guides

...and a variety of online resource collections.